Introduction to Orbital Science
At each landing site on the surface of the Moon,

show the orbital coverage for Apollo 17. Nonethe

the astronauts' activities are limited to distances

less, I expect that the total coverage for these three

of a few miles. In comparison with the total area

missions will exceed 20% of the Moon's surface for

of the surface of the Moon, the regions explored

several of the orbital experiments and will ex

by the astronauts on foot or with the Rover are

ceed 5% for each of them.

miniscule. They are frequently referred to as

Although some photographic tasks will be done

"point" samples. The desirability of extending our

in the command module, most of the experiments

observations to larger areas is obvious. Indeed,

for the orbital science will be done with equip

scv.eral things can be done in orbit a;bout the Moon

ment located in the service module. The various

that will allow us to extrapolate from the data ob

orbital

tained on the surface to the rest of the Moon. One

chemical group of three experiments (gamma-ray

experiments

include

the

following-a

of these things is photography; many photographs

spectrometer, X-ray fluorescence, and alpha par

have been obtained from the command module

ticle spectrometer), S-hand

on each of the previous Apollo missions. Both the

transponder, mass

spectrometer, several photographic cameras with a

number and quality of photographs obtained from

laser altimeter, and a subsatellite (with S-hand

lunar orbit on Apollo 15, and scheduled to be ob

transponder, particle shadows/boundary layer,

tained on 16 and 17, have been greatly increased

and magnetometer).

over those of earlier missions.

The equipment for the orbital science experi

Several things other than photography can be

ments, carried in the service module, are all housed

done from lunar orbit. In these next few sections

in a section that is termed scientific instrument

I will describe them.

module (acronym SIM). The location of the SIM

The region of the Moon that was examined with

in the service module is shown in figure 57. The

orbital experiments on Apollo 15 is shown in figure
55. The coverage for the present mission, Apollo
16, is shown in figure 56. At the time of writing
this guidebook (January 1972) , the landing site
for Apollo 17 had not been chosen. So I do not

location of the equipment for the individual ex
periments in the SIM is shown in figure 58. The
names and addresses of the principal investiga
tor of each orbital experiment are given in Table 5.
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FIGURE 55.-0rbital Path for Apol:lo 15. BecaUS'e the landing site of Apollo 15 was located well away f rOiill the equator the oommand module oovered a rather
large area of the Moon's surface. Data frOill the "chemical group" of experiments indicate the distribution of certain elements on the Moon's surface. The
�verage of the fars�de of the Moon, never Sleen from Earth, is especially valull!ble. Almost 10,000 photographs were obtained during Apoillo 15. If the 8X10
prints Were laid side by side, they WOUld extend almost 2 miles. BASE

MAP

COURTESY OF NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
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FIGURE 56.-0rbital Path for Apollo 16. See also caption fo,r figure 55. BASE MAP COURTESY OF NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
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FIGuRE 57.-Location of Scientific Instrument Module ( SI M ) in the Service Module, Apollo 15 photograph was taken
from the LM with the Moon for background. NASA

PHOTO AS15-88-11972. Sketch shows details and names.
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GOLDEN SLIPPER FOOT RESTRAINT

NITROGEN CONTROL

PANORAMIC CAMERA

PANORAMIC CAMERA FILM CASETTE

MASS SPECTROMETER

ALPHA & X-RAY SPECTROMETER HOUSING

FmuRE 58.-STM Bay. Shown here is the location within the soientifi.c insrtrumen1t module ( SIM) orf the equipment for
each orbital experiment. The sens'ors :f)o•r the gamma ray spectrometer and the mass spectl'ometer bort.h extend
outward on a boom about 25 feet when rthe ins1t1'1m1ents are in use. The subsatelilite is launched whiile the service
module is in orbit around the Moon; it remains behind in orbit af!Jer the astronauts leave lunar orbiit to return
home. Before the CM is separated from the SM the film cassettes must be retrieved. NASA PHOTO s-72-16852.
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Orbital Science Activities
changing the orientation of the orbital plane in
space, we can change the position of the ground
track.
Several hours before leaving lunar orbit to re
turn to Earth, the orbit will be changed again, this
time to a 76 x 56 nautical mile orbit. This orbit
was carefully designed to provide a one-year life
time for the subsatellite 'vith the orbit as close
as possible to the Moon. The subsatellite with
its 3 experiments (S-hand transponder, particle
shadows/boundary layer, and magnetometer) will
be ejected from the SIM at about 51;2 hours before
the astronauts leave lunar orbit bound for the
Earth. The orbit of the subsatellite will change
slowly with time and the spacecraft will eventually
hit the Moon. We hope that the subsatellite will
remain in orbit for at least one year. If we are
lucky, it may remain considerably longer.
The total time in lunar orbit during which the
SIM experiments and photography can be per
formed is about six days. None of the individual
experiments will operate for the full time. The
ma"ximum time u�ed by any experiment in lunar
orbit is roughly 60 hours. Some experiments inter
fere with each other and so cannot operate simul
taneously. For the cameras, the maximum operat
ing time is set by the weight of the film which can
be returned to Earth.
Let us look briefly no>v at each of the various
orbital experiments.

The door that covers the scientific instrument
module (SIM) will be jettisoned about 41;2 hours
before the spacecraft reaches lunar orbit. The door
will continue past the Moon and be lost into space.
By removing it before reaching lunar orbit, the
astronauts keep the debris out of lunar orbit and
remove the possibility of later contact with it and
of later contact between the subsatellites and
debris.
The initial lunar orbit is an ellipse with maxi
mum distance from the Moon of 170 nautical miles
and minimum distance 60 nautical miles. A nauti
cal mile is 15% larger than a statute mile. A fmv
hours later, a second rocket burn places the space
craft into a 60 x 8 nautical mile orbit from which
the LM will descend to the Moon after another
171;2 hours. During this 171j2-hour period, the
SIM experiments (X-ray, alpha particle, gamma
ray, and mass spectrometer) and cameras will scan
the lunar surface. The S-hand transponder experi
ment also will be performed.
Then shortly before the LM touchdown, a third
rocket burn of the orbiting CSM's rocket engine
will circularize the orbit at 60 nautical miles. Dur
ing the next 3 days while the LM remains on the
surface of the Moon, all of the orbital experiments
will be performed. The CSM will change the plane
of its orbit about 20 hours before the LM liftoff so
that it will be in the proper place to rendezvous
with LM.
After rendezvous, various items, including the
lunar samples and photographic film will be trans
ferred from the ascent stage to the command mod
ule. Then the LM, of no further use to the astro
nauts, separated from the CSM, i.e. undocked, and
will be crashed onto the Moon's surface to provide
a source for the passive seismic experiment. About
20 hours after lunar liftoff, we change the position
of the orbit around the Moon to increase the cover
age of the Moon's surface with the orbital science
experiments. Technically, this operation is called a
plane change. In figure 2, you may have noticed
that the orbit of the spacecraft lies in a plane. By

LUNAR ORBITAL SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS
AND HARDWARE
In this section, I discuss each of the orbital ex
periments and the nature of the equipment. I hope
to provide enough information so that you can
understand the nature of each experiment. On the
other hand, I do not intend to write a complete
o on the physics of lunar experiments. It
textbok
is my hope that I can provide enough elementary
information on the experiments that you under
stand how the experiment works. I hope then to
show you a brief glimpse of the results that were
49
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obtained on the Apollo 15 mission. Undoubtedly
there are many surprises yet to come from the
Apollo 15 data; results from Apollo 16 will surely
be equally exciting.

Photographic Tasks and Equipment (PTE)
The purposes of the orbital photography are to
obtain high resolution panoramic photographs of
the Moon's surface, to obtain high quality metric
photographs, and to obtain elevation of the surface
of the Moon along the ground track. Two cameras
and a laser altimeter, all mounted in the SIM, are

PAN C A MERA
REMOVABLE
CASSETTE

used. The location of each of the cameras is sihown
in figure 58.
The 24-inch panoramic camera, figure 59, is used
to obtain high resolution panoramic photographs
with both stereoscopic an
. d regular (technically

THERMAL
BLANKET
(EVA DOORJ

termed monoscopic) covera.ge of the Moon's sur
face. (Many photographs of the Moon have been

l!'IGURE 59.-24-inch Panoramic Oamera. In operation, the
entire assembly scans across the encloSIUre, a total of

obtained already. Representative sets of Apollo
photos

as

full color lithographs suitable for fram

108°. The camera lens tilts 25° forward and backward

ing can be purchased from the Superintendent of

along the track of the spla:cecraft to provide ste,reo cover

Documents, Government Printing Office, Washing

age. The film cassrett·e is retriev,ed by the command

ton, D.C. See Bibliography, page 72, for descrip

module pilot on EVA in space.

tions of the sets available.) Several automatic fea
astronauts, normally the CM pilot, during an

tures have been incorporated into this camera. For
example, the camera rotates continuously in a di

EVA. The sequence of operations is indicated

rection ac
. ross the path of the orbiting spa:cecraft

schematically in figure 60. The quality of the

in order to provide the panoramic sca.nning (hence
the name of the camera.). It also tilts forwa.rd and

single photograph taken of Al Worden on Apollo

backward to provide stereo coverage. In addition,

me to reproduce the photo here. Instead, in figure

15 when he retrieved the film was not sufficient for

in order to prevent blurring of the image, the cam

61, yon can see a photograph from an earlier mis

era automatically compensa,tes for the forwa.rd mo
tion of the spac
. ecraft. And finally, one sensor

sion. Note the hose which is used to provide oxygen

detects the ratio of the forward velocity to the

outside the CM. The back pack here is the Oxygen
Purge System (OPS), similar to the PLSS in

he,ight of the spacecra.ft above the Moon's surface

providing oxygen; it is used only in the (unlikely)

and automatically corrects for it. All in all, I think

event that the hose-supply fails.
Another camera

that even the most avid camera enthusiast would

in

the SIM is the 3-inch

agree that the 24-inch pan camera is a very fancy

mapping camera sketched in figure 62. It is really

one. You might be interested in knowing that this

two cameras in a single assembly. Photographs of

camera will provide

image on the film from an

the lunar surface are obtained through the 3-inch

orbital altitude of 60 miles that gives 3 to 6 feet

cartographic lens and photographs of the star

an

resolution of the Moon's surface. That resolution

field are taken through a different 3-inch lens

means we can see on the photograph an object as

pointed in exactly the opposite direction to permit

sma.ll as 3 to 6 feet.

the exact location of the camera to be determined
later. Thus, our purpose in using this camera is

The astronauts must be careful to protect the
camera's sensors from exposure to the Sun. Of

to locate very precisely the surface features of the

course the "guards" against this happening are

Moon. The resolution is considerably poorer than

the people in Mission Control in Houston. Several

that of the pan camera being only 60 feet. But the

of these sensors have no provisions to prevent dam

metric cmnera provides photographs with ex

age if the Sun is viewed directly.

tremely small distortions and on which points can

A low speed black and white aerial-type film is

be located with very high precision. (A basic rule

used. The cassette must be retrieved by one of the

of photography is that we cannot obtain in the
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FIGURE 60.-Re trieving film from the STM. In A, the astmnaUJt is shorwn egressing throogh the OM hatch. All three
astronaUits must wear spa'cesuits to protect themselves against the vacuum of space. In B, an astrona ut has moved
to the vicinity of ,the STM and is preparing to rem ove the film from one camera. He holds himseld' to the spacecraft
by inoorting his feet into special footholds, termed golden sliiPpers because they weve formerly gold colored. In 0, he
is removing the film cas'Sette. The other astronaut documenbs the procedure with photographs und verbal descriptions.
He also helps by passing the cassettes to the astronaut in the CM for storage. NASA PHOTO s-72-16323.

same camera

both

o:f the two largest gravity anomalies on t�e :front

the lowest distortion possible

and also the maximum resolution possible! Hence

side of the Moon. (See the section "S-hand Trans

we have used two cameras : one designed :for high

ponder" for the discussion of gravity on the

resolution, the other :for high precision and mini

Moon.)
The two lowest elevations along the single revo

mum distortion.)
The film used in the 3- inch camera is an inter

lution of Apollo 15, about 2% miles, are in Mare

mediate speed black and white film commonly used

Crisium and Mare Smythii. There were earlier in

in aerial photography.

dications (:from the land mark tracking data) that
Mare

The Laser Altimeter

Smythii

was topographically

low.

The

Apollo 15 laser data showed clearly that the ringed
Maria Serenitatis, Crisium, and Smythii are truly

The laser altimeter is used to obtain the eleva

basins and are 1.2 to 2% miles deep, Oceanus Pro

tion o:f the surface. It operates in much the same

cellarum is rather smooth and is depressed about

way that radar does. A pulse o:f light, produced by

Vz mile. The Apennines are rather high standing,

the laser, travels to the Moon's surface and is re

about lllz miles.

flected back to a detector. The time o:f travel is
measured. Since the speed o:f light is known (about

Chemical Group of Orbital Experiments

186,000 miles/second), we obtain the distance :from
the spacecraft to the Moon's surface. The orbit of

Three experiments, known as the Chemical

the spacecraft is monitored continuously with

Group, will be used on Apollo 16 to obtain data

tracking stations on Earth. The position o:f the
spacecraft is known with rather high precision

:from the study o:f the Moon at the Apollo 16 site.

say a :few :feet. The laser altimeter gives the dis

In each o:f these experiments, we measure some

that will help us to extrapolate what we learn

tance between the spacecraft and the Moon's sur

thing that is related to the composition of the

face with a resolution of about 3 :feet. Thus by

Moon's surface over an area immediately below

subtraction, we get the elevation o:f the lunar

the orbiting spacecraft. Each o:f the sensors "sees"

surface.

a finite area on the Moon's surface. Acco11dingly,
a measurement at any point along the orbital path

The results of the Apollo 15 laser altimeter :for
one revolution are shown in figure 63. They are

is an average value :for several square miles of

very exciting. Analysis of those results shows that

Moon immediately below the spacecraft. Let's

the center o:f mass o:f the Moon is displaced about

examine each o:f the three experiments in the

1% miles :from the center o:f volume in a direction
that

is

approximately midway

Chemical Group.

between Mare

X-ray Fluorescence Experiment (XFE).-In

Serenitatis and Mare Crisium. We have known :for

this experiment we use two phenomena that you

about two years that these two maria are the sites

are almost surely :familiar with, although you may
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MAPPING CAMERA
LENS GLARE SHIELD
FILM CASSETTE
AUTOMATIC
EXPOSURE
CONTROL
SENSOR

STELLAR LENS

74° FOV

LASER ALTIMETER
GLARE SHIELD

FIGURE 62.-Three-inch Mapping Camera and Laser Altim
eter. This camera contains two complete cameras, one
for photographing the Moon's surface, another for photo
graphing the stars to obtain precise location of the
camem in space at the time each photo is taken. The
laser altimeter provides data on the altttude of the space
craft with a precision of 1 meter (about 1 yard). The
film cassette ts retrieved by the OM pilot before the OM
is separated from the SM. The location of this camera
in the SIM bay is shown in Figure 58. Above, we see a
simple line drawing. Below, we see a photograph of the
camera. Gaseous nitrog'en is u sed to maintain pressure
in the camera.

never have thought of them working in combina
tion. X-rays, discovered about 75 years ago by
W. K. Roentgen, are used nowadays for many
things-to "see" broken bones, decayed teeth, the
flow of blood in arteries (when mixed with a
suitable dye), and so on. I know of no better illus
tration of the great practical benefits that come
from the laboratories of pure research. Within 3
months of Roentgen's discovery, X-rays were be

FIGURE 61.-EVA in Space. Work in SJplice when an astro
naut is outside the protective shell of the spacecraft is

ing used in a nearby hospital as an aid to surgery.

always exeiting. H is also dangerous and the astronaut

There are many other nonmedical uses also. For

must be extra careful. On Apollo 16, the film from the

example they are also used to identify many sub

cameras in the SIM must be recovered in this way.

stances, including minerals.

Shown here is Astronaut Schwe'iielmrt during an ElVA
on Apollo 9. The umbilical hose that connects him to

X-rays have many of the properties of light;

the spiacecraft furnishes- oxygen and a�s-o prevents him

they travel in straight lines, they are electromag

from drifting away. Astr0111Ja ut Dave Scott in the hatch

netic waves, they can be diffracted, they can be

is describing the activities of Schweickert and taking
documentary photographs.

reflected, and so on. Like light, they also darken

NASA PHOTOS AS9-19-2995

photographic film.

and AS9-02-3064.
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can be detected and
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FIGuRE 63.-ResnJ.lts of the Apollo 15 Laser Altimeter. Data are shown for one revolutJion only. The
eLevation of the surfa·ce of the Moon along that single ground track (aboV'e) is shown in diagram.
The dashed line represents the elevation of a sphere with radius of 1737 km. Based on work of
William Kaula in the Apollo 15 Preliminary Science Report. NASA PHOTos s-72-16337 and s-72-16322.
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measured by the well known Geiger Counter used
in prospecting for radioactive minerals but usually
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more sophisticated instruments are used today.

/

Fluorescence is the phenomenon on which the
very familiar fluorescent light bulb is based. It in
volves the displacement of an electron from its
most comfortable orbital position in an atom.

FLUORESCENT X-RAYS

When the electron returns to that position, it re

SOLAR X-RAYS

leases energy in the form of light. The fluorescent
material in the light bulb is the thin white coating
on the inner surface. Of course the light bulb has

Ill

FIGURE 64.-X-ray Fluorescence Experiment. X-rays from

been carefully designed so that most of the radia

the Sun hit lthe Moon's surface. They excite the atoms

tion is in the form of visible light. For most solids

of the lunar material and produce fluorescent X-rays.

though the energy released by the returning elec

The fluorescent X-rays are characteristic of the material
and are detected and measured With equipment on board

tron is in the form of X-rays.

the service module. The absence of a lunlar atmosphere

One of the standard techniques for the identi

is necessary for this experiment to operate successfully.

fication of an unknown substance is that of X-ray

Shown also is the field of view (FOV) of the' instrument.

fluorescence. In this technique, the substance is
bombarded with X-rays. The incident X-rays
knock electrons out of their most comfortable
orbital positions. When these electrons return,
other X-rays are produced with wavelengths and
energies that are characteristic of the material.
Because no pair of elements produce patterns of
fluorescent X-rays that are exactly alike, we can

CALIBRATION SOURCES

identify the elements present in the material by
studying its fluorescent X-ray pattern. So, in prin
ciple at least, all we need to do in order to measure
the chemical composition of the Moon is to bom

LLIMATOR + 30

bard it with X-rays and measure the resultant

Ar-90 PERCENT

X-ray pattern. The practical situation is slightly

C0r9 .5 PERCENT
He 0.5 PERCENT

different, but not greatly !
For the source of X-rays with which to bom

FIGURE 65.-X-ray Fluorescence Equipment. The comma
tor is a grid of tubes that restricts the viewing angle

bard the Moon, we use the Sun. We have known

of the proportional counter; it 'is necessary in order to
view small area (say a few square miles) of the Moon's

for a long time that the Sun is an excellent source
of X-rays. In figure 64, we show schematically the

surface at any particular time. The proportional counter

Moon being bombarded with solar X-rays and the

provides an electrical voltage proportional to the energy

production of fluorescent X-rays by the lunar

of incident X-rays. It uses a mixture of the gases argon,
carbon dioxide, and helium. The electronics package

material. These fluorescent X-rays are then de

which is used to process the signals for radio tra!liSfo

tected and measured with the XFE equipment.

mission to the Earth is not shown in this' figure.

Under favorable conditions, the experiment can
detect and measure the amounts of lithium, beryl
lium, boron, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine,

ble electronics gear. The collimator is used to re

neon, sodium, magnesium, aluminum, and silicon.

strict the surface area of the Moon viewed by the

The most common of these elements in lunar rocks,

equipment. The heart of the equipment is the pro

as well as terrestrial, are magnesium, aluminum,

portional counter. It produces electrical signals

and silicon.

from the X-rays so that they can be readily proc

The equipment on board the SM that we use to

essed and sent to Earth. A rather sophisticated set

measure the X-rays is simple in principle but in

of electronics not shown in figure 65 is used in this

cludes very sophisticated electronic devices. It is

experiment.

shown schematically in figure 65. It consists of a

Like other equipment used in our exploration of

collimator, proportional counter, and considera-

the Moon and space, this equipment is the most ad-
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FIGURE 66.-Aluminum-silicon ratios measured along one track of Apollo 15. Norte the excellent correlwtion between the
intensity and different lunar regions·. The maria have low ratios, the Highlands have high values·. These data support
the idea that the lunar Highlands consoist mosrtly o!l' anorthosite, a n aluminum silicate rock. Similar diata will be
obtained with identical equirmwu:tt on "�po1lo 16. Datla provided by Dr. I. Adler, the Principal Inves:tiigator of thlis
experiment. NASA PHOTO S-72-16319.

vanced possible. It represents our very best effort at

in X-ray astronomy. Yes, we

designing and building equipment "·ith extremely

space with X-rays. About a hundred X-ray sources

high reliability, small size, and low weight. In

have been discovered outside our solar system.

can

"see" things in

many instances, we have actually advanced con

Some of them also produce radio waves. Some are

siderably the knowledge needed to design and build

very faint stars. But their main radiation of energy

equipment.

is in the form of X-rays. Frankly, we do not yet

Some preliminary results have been obtained

understand the nature of these very distant objects.

from the Apollo 15 flight which also carried the

The great advantage of looking with X-rays from

XFE. See figure 66. The ratio of aluminum to sili

spacecraft rather than from Earth is due to the

con (usually denoted AljSi) is plotted against

absorption in the Earth's atmosphere of practically

longitude for one revolution. Shown also are the

all X-rays from space.

Alpha Particle Spectrometer (APS)

locations of various features of the Moon in rela

Within

.-

tion to the data. The principal investigator, Dr.

a few months after the discovery by Roentgen of

Isadore Adler, and his team have observed that the

X-rays, Henri Becquerel discovered radioactivity.

ratios are generally low over Mare regions and

He had left a salt of potassium and uranium

high over the Highlands, Such systematic varia

(which you and I now know are radioactive) on

tions are clearly related to the distribution of rock

a photographic plate that was enclosed in black

types over the surface of the Moon. But the whole

paper. He wished to expose the material to sun

story is a complete chapter in itself and, although

light in order to see if sunlight produced any ef

extremely interesting, is much too long to pursue

fect on the salt that could be detected photographi

here.

cally. After several cloudy days though, he de

In addition to its use in studying the Moon, the

cided to develop the film anyhow. Imagine his sur

XFE equipment has another, very important use

pnse when the outline of the crystals showed
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clearly on his plate indicating that the crystals

in practically all other prormrties. In modern day

emitted rays which affected the photosensitive

language, we refer to these two kinds of leads as

emulsion.

isotopes. I am sure tha,t you a.re already familiar
with the terminology, if not quite familiar with

He soon discovered that there were in fact two

the concept. For example, you have probably heard

kinds of rays. One he called alpha rays, the other

of, or seen, uranium-238. In scientific notation,
this is written 2 38U. It signifies uranium with a
mass of 238. Other uranium isotopes are 237U and

beta rays. A few years later, a third, termed gam
ma rays, was also discovered. Today, we know that
radioactive substances, like uranium and radium

235u.

with which I am sure that you are familiar, change

One of the intermediate products of the mdio
active decay of uranium is the gas, radon 222Rn.

slowly but spontaneously into other substances
and in the process ofchangingproduce alpha, beta,

Thorium also produces radon, but it is the isotope
220Rn. All radon is also radioactive and changes

and gamma rays.
The beta particles, or beta rays (the two phrases

spontaneously to still another material. The rate

are used interchangeably because characteristics of

of change of the two isotopes is greatly different.
Half of the initial amount of 222Rn (from ura

both rays and particles are shown) are really just
electrons. Becguerel soon learned that the alpha

nium) will still be present after 3.8 days (termed

particles (alpha rays, if you wish, because both

half-life). But it takes only 55 seconds for half the
initial amount of 220Rn (from thorium) to change.

characteristics are shown) were very energetic.
They could travel several yards in air and could

In designing the APS experiment, we used the

penetrate thin sheets of metal. In addition, they

following facts: the amount of Th and U present

were deflected by magnetic fields. We now know

in a rock depends approximately on the rock type;

that the alpha particles are just helium ions. It is

the decay of both Th and U Jproduces radon; radon,

the distribution of alpha particles over the sur
face of the Moon that we hope to measure with

being a gas, diffuses through soil and cracks in

the APS. Let's see why that information might be

rocks to the surface of the Moon where it then

of value to us.

follows a ballistic trajectory (a short and efficient
way of sa.ying that it follows the same path as a

The study of samples of both rock and soil re

bullet would if shot from a gun) above the surface

turned to the Earth from the Moon shows that

of the Moon to some other point on the Moon. You

uranium and thorium are present in significant

might be interested in knowing that the initial ve

amounts. Do not let me mislead you. The key word

locity of these gas particles is about 500 ftjsec and

here is significant. The amount is extremely small.

that typically they reach an altitude of 5 miles

For example, in some of the lunar rocks neither of

before they fall back to the Moon's surface. Prac

these two elements is present in quantities larger

tically none escapes from the Moon. So, how in our

than a few parts in ten million. Thus, in ten million

APS experiment, orbiting at 60 miles, can we

pounds of such rock we would have only a few

measure the radon present at 5 miles, or less, in

pounds of uranium scattered throughout it. For

order to infer the rock type immediately below?

mining purposes, this amount is far too small. Yet

Let's see.

for scientific purposes, it is highly significant and

When radon decays spontaneously to the next

can be easily measured with modern instruments.

material in the series, it produces alpha particles.

Both thorium and uranium are radioactive.

These alpha particles can travel much higher a,bove

Hence, both change spontaneously into other ma

the Moon and hence will be picked up by our

terials. The final product of the decay process of

instrument. Thus the radon is detected by measur

each of these two elements is lead. One of the inter

ing the energies of alpha particles.

mediate products of each element is radon, a gas.

The equipment for the APS and the X-ray

Early in the investigation of radioactivity, it

experiment, both part of the same assembly, is

was discovered that some elements seemed to ha.ve

shown schematically in figure 67. The location is

different mass but otherwise identical properties.

shown in figure 58. The alpha particle detectors

For example, it was found that while uranium and

are solid state devices that produce an electrical
signal when hit by an alpha particle. The electrical

thorium both ultimately decayed to lead, the mass
of the lead that was produced by uranium was dif

signal is amplified, processed, and the data sent

ferent from the mass of the lead produced by

back to Ea.rth. The field of view of the instrument

thorium. Yet the two kinds of lead were identical
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X-RAY LOW
VOLTAGE
POWER SUPPL

cause gamma rays with certain energy and wave
lengths are characteristic of certain kinds of rocks,
we may infer the composition of the Moon's surface
from our measurements. The chief purpose of this
experiment is to map the distribution of kinds of
rocks over the surface of the Moon. Such informa
tion may yield valuable evidence on the origin and
evolution of the Moon.
Location of the equipment in the SIM is shown
in figure 58. The heart of the equipment, the de
tector, is shown schematically in figure 68. During
operation, it is extended about 25 feet from the
spacecraft on a boom. The detector contains a
crystal which responds to an incident gamma ray
by emitting a pulse of light. The -light pulse is con
verted by a photo-multiplier tube into an electrical
signal with strength proportional to the energy of
the gamma ray. The electrical signal is then proc
essed and sent to Earth over the radio telemetry
channel. The photo-multiplier tube is an advanced
:form of light sensitive vacuum tube with which
you may be familiar; the simpler ones are used
sometimes in elevators to hold doors open for pas
sengers, in electrically operated doors, in burglar
alarm systems and so on. They are especially popu
lar with hobbyists.
The detector crystal will produce a light pulse
from the passage of any charged particle also. Yet
we wish to "see" only the gamma rays. To elimi
nate these effects, the crystal is surrounded by a

CTORS
y
PRO CESSOR

FIGURE 67.-X-ray Alpha Particle Assembly. See discussion
in text. NASA PHOTO S-72-16334.

is about 45° which means that the detector "sees"
an area of about 120 square miles. Therefore the
data tha.t we ho·pe to obtain wit'h the APS on
Apollo 16 will represent averages for rather large
areas.
Gamma-ray Spectrometer ( G.RS ).-In the de
cay of radioactive materials, alpha, beta, and
gamma rays are produced. Of the three, the gamma
rays are the most penetrating. Therefore gamma
rays that are produced on the Moon's surface, or
within a few millimeters of it, may be detected and
measured with equipment on board the SM. Be-

1.5-IN. PMT

HEATER
CHARGED
PARTICLE

RADIOA CTIVE
CALIBRATION
SOURCE

3-IN. PMT

PLASTIC ANTICOINCIDENCE
SHIELD

FIGURE 68.-Gamma Ray Detector. The detector, in use, is located 25 feet from the spacecraft on a boom. See discussion
in text. See figure 58 for location in the SIM of the gamma ray equipment.
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second material which emits light from charged
particles but not from gamma rays. Thus the two
can be distinguished. The electrical signals pro
duced by charged particles are cancelled in the elec
tronics processing and no false data are generated.
A gamma ray spectrometer similar in all respectB
to the Apollo 16 equipment was flown on Apollo 15.
The final results of that experiment are not yet
available but the hardware worked correctly and
the analysis is now in progress. I expect that the
results wi]l be significant and that they can be cor
related with the geological features of the Moon.
One feature of the data appears to be a high con
centration of radioactivity in Oceanus Procellarum
( relative to the rest of the Moon) .

flowing in a magnetic field will have a force exerted
on it. This statement is the basic principle of all
electrical motors. It is one of the basic concepts of
physics. It was discovered many years ago. Each
time that you start your automobile engine, you
close a switch which causes current to flow in a
conductor through a magnetic field with the result
that a force is exerted on the conductor and ( hope
fully, at least for my car ) the engine starts.
In the spectrometer, the force that is exerted on
each ion depends upon the strength of the mag
netic field, upon the velocity with which the ion
is moving, and upon the number of electrons that
were lost. In the magnetic field, the ion follows a
circular path. The radius depends, in addition to
the factors just mentioned, upon the mass of the
ion. By changing the velocity with which the ions
travel and measuring the number of ions that pass
through the small opening into the collector, we
can, in effect, determine the masses of the ions that
are present. Essentially this same procedure is used
in the Apollo 16 mass spectrometer.
In the Moon's atmosphere, which as you know is
extremely thin, we expect to find such light gases
as hydrogen, helium, and neon, with neon prob
ably 10 times as abundant as the others. These
gases come from the solar wind. Argon is likely
present from the decay of radioactive potassium
( 4°K) . Certain other gases, such as carbon dioxide,
carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, sul
fur dioxide, and water vapor may have been pro
duced by lunar volcanoes.
In operation, the spectrometer is about 25 feet
from the spacecraft at the end of an extended
boom. The location of the instrument in the SIM
is shown in figure 58.
On Apollo 15, about 40 hours of data were ob
tained in lunar orbit and about 50 hours were
obtained during the transearth coast. Many gases
were clearly present. The data have not all been
analysed at the time of writing this booklet and
I cannot give you the final interpretation. But at
first look, it seems that rather significant quantities
of gas are in orbit around the Moon; there was also
a decrease by a factor of 5 to 10 in the amount of
gas measured during the trip back to Earth.
Perhaps the liquids dumped from spacecraft in
orbit around the Moon remain much longer than
we had expected. Perhaps. But that explanation is
just speculation at this time. We really don't yet
understand why the Apollo 1 5 instrument saw so
much gas in its orbits around the Moon.

Mass Spectrometer Experiment (MSE)
In this experiment we measure the composition
and density of gas molecules along the flight path.
Early instruments and the basic technique were
developed shortly after the turn of the century.
The principle can be understood by referring to fig
ure 69. Gases enter the instrument through an in
let manifold, termed plenum, and pass through an
electron beam. The electrons in the electron beam
knock loose one or more electrons from the gas
molecules to produce ions. An ion is merely a gas
molecule which has lost one or more electrons. It
has both mass and charge. The ion proceeds on
through the instrument and is focused into a nar
row beam. It then passes through a magnetic field.
Now the flow of charged particles constitutes elec
tric current flow. And we all know that current
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FIGURE 69.-Principle of the Mass Spectrometer. The mag
netic field is perpendieular to the plJane of the paper.
See discusstion in text.
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S-Band Transponder (SBT)

it is very small, in the velocity of the orbiting CSM
can be measured with extremely high precision.
These high precision measurements of the
changes in velocity are obtained in the following
way. From Earth a radio wave of very stable fre
quency* of 2115 MHz is transmitted to the orbit
ing spacecraft. When the radio wave is received
by the spacecraft, the frequency is multiplied by
the constant 240/221 (for electronic reasons) and
then retransmitted to Earth. The frequency of the
signal when it arrives back on Earth, though, is
usually slightly different from the original fre
quency muliplied by 240/221. Let's see why. The
radio waves sent by a moving source (the CSM)
behave in exactly the same way as sound waves
sent by a moving source. I am sure that most of
us recall that a whistle on a train changes pitch
considerably when the train passes us. The whistle
is higher in IJ.itch when the train is approaching
than when it has already passed. The same phe
nomenom, termed Doppler shift, occurs when
radio waves are transmitted from a moving source.
In fact, the shifts that are observed are sometimes
as large as several hertz. We measure these shifts
with a resolution of 0.01 hertz. Thus we are able
to measure very small changes in velocity of the
spacecraft.
The basic data of the SBT experiment are the
variation in velocity of the spacecraft along its
path. From them, we deduce the changes in the
Moon's gravitational field. This technique has been
used on many of the spacecraft that have orbited
the Moon. The earliest was done on the Lunar
Orbiter series with the beautiful result shown in
figure 71. Shown in that figure are the variations
in gravity. The main part of the gravity field has
been subtracted from these data and we are look
ing only at the departures from normal gravity.
I personally think the discovery by Paul Mueller
and \iVilliam Sj ogren of the Jet Propulsion Labo
ratory of these variations of gravity over the face
of the Moon ranks as one of the most important
scientific discoveries about the Moon.
On Apollo 16, the S-hand transponder experi-

With the S-hand transponder we measure very
sma1l1'ariations in the Moon's gravity. I am sure
that you l{now the Moon's gravity is only about
one-sixth that of the Earth's. But did you know
that the exact value changes significantly over the
face of the Moon ?
In order to see how the SBT works, think about
the following situation. Suppose that the Moon is
like a ball, perfectly round and homogeneous
throughout. For a circular orbit around such an
ideal Moon, there would be no variations in the
velocity of the spacecraft. But suppose that we
haTe at one spot buried just beneath the surface a
very large chunk of material with very high den
sity. Just for thinking purposes, let's suppose that
this large chunk is 50 miles across and is twice as
dense as the rest of the Moon. Consider figure 70.
As the spacecraft approaches the dense chunk, at
position 1, there is a gentle tug in the forward
direction due to the gravitational attraction be
tween the spacecraft and the dense chunk. That
slight tug is enough to cause the CSM to speed up
slightly. At position 2 all of the force is directed
downward and there is no net increase, nor de
crease in the horizontal velocity of the CSM.
Finally in position 3, the spacecraft experiences a
backwards pull on it and accordingly, the velocity
decreases slightly. Now this change, even though
3

FIGURE 70.-Efrect of density on Spacecraft Velocity. Sup
pose that a large chunk of mate,rial of high density is
buried beneath the surface of the Moon. The spacecraft
at position 1 will be pulled gently forward by it. At posi
tion 2, there wiN be only a net downward force and

*The unit megahertz is one million cycles per second.

no

I am sure that you are already familiar with the con

horizontal force. At position 3, the high density material

cept of frequency ; exactly the same concept is used for

will pull gently backward on the spacecraft. Because of

d o (fre
AM radio (frequency of .54 to 1.6 MHz), FM rai

these fo,rces the spacecraft speeds up slightly at 1 and

quency 88 to 108 MHz), VHF television

slows slightly at 3.

Of cours,e the,se change1s to the

(frequency 54

to 216 l\IHz), UHF television, and so on. The frequency

velocity of the spacecracf't are really very S'illall but can

that we use for the S-band transponder experiment is

be easlily measured with electrical means. s:ee further

somewhat higher than any of those, but the concept is

discussion in te'xt.

exactly the same.
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FIGURE 71.-Lunar Gravity. These lines, called contour lines, show the departures from "nor:mial" gravity on the fvont
side of the Moon. The units are 100 milligals. The difference

between adjacent lines,

termed contour interval,

is 200 milligals. To obtain tortal gravity, you must add the usual 14; of the Earth's gravitational fieLd to these values,.
Mueller and Sjogren, working at the Jet propulsion Lab oratory, first found these very large variations in the lVIoort's
gravitational field by measuring the very small changes in the velocity of or'biting spacecraft. Notice the exCI:lllent
correlation between the gravitational feature and the surface features of the Moon. The discovery of these variations
in the gravitational field surely ranks as one of the most important in Lunar Science. NASA PHOTO s-72-16340.

ment will obtain data from three spacecraft, the
orbiting CSM, the LM, and the subsatellite. Be
cause the subsatellite will stay in lunar orbit for
many months, and possibly several years, many
new data should become available from it.
One big advantage of this experiment is that
it allows us to "see" below the surface of the Moon.
The differences in density of the rocks beneath
the surface of the Moon produce the differences in

the gravitational field which, in turn, affects the
velocity of the spacecraft. Thus we have a tool
with which to examine the distribution of the
rocks beneath the surface of the Moon. It is a tool
that we have found to be very effective in our
exploration of the Earth's crust. We are especially
anxious to see whether there are large variations
in density beneath such topographic features of
the Moon as the large craters.
60

Bistatic Radar Investigation

Even in space exploration, one sometimes gets
something for (almost) nothing. Such is the case
with the bistatic radar investigation. In this ex
periment, we study the radio signal that is nor
mally used in communications between the CSM
and Earth. We compare the signal that comes
directly to Earth from the orbiting CSM with the
signal that is reflected from the Moon's surface.
These relations are shown in figure 72. The type
of antenna used to receive these rather faint radio
signals is shown in figure 73. From a comparison
of these two signals, we are able to learn several
things about that part of the Moon immediately
below the orbiting CSM. We are able to measure
certain electrical properties of the outer few yards
of the Moon's crust, determine the average slope
of the Moon's surface, and detect rocks buried to
depths of perhaps 50 to 60 feet. Such data will
]'IGURE 73.-The large radio receiving antenna at Stan
ford University. This unit collects the energy received
as radio waves over the 150 foot "dish" and focuses it
at the small feature, termed feed poinlt, seen near the
center. It is then sent through high quality amplifiers.
This antenna and s imilar ones located at several sites
around the Earth (so that the Moon is always in view)
are used both to communicate with sprucecraft and to
measure their changes in velocity. See text for further
diSCUSSion. PHOTO COURTESY OF H. T. HOWARD.

be extremely useful when synthesized with the
other information from the Moon.

Subsatellite Experiments

REFLECTED

Carried in the Apollo 16 SIM is a small, 85 lb.,
scientific spacecraft that will be placed in orbit
around the Moon and left there when the astro
nauts return to Earth. It is the particles and fields
subsatellite or subsatellite for a shorter name. Its
location is shown in figure 58. It is sketched in
figure 74. This satellite is completely self-con
tained. It carries its own power supply (solar cells
that deliver 24 watts) , solar sensors (to let us know
the direction in which the satellite is pointing) ,
a battery pack of silver-cadmium cells (for power
when the satellite is in the shadow of the Moon ) ,
a data storage unit (magnetic core memory, simi
lar to those used in some large computers) , an
S-hand communications system, and the equip
ment for two scientific experiments. Data that are
obtained on the backside of the Moon are stored
in the memory unit and then, on command from
the Earth when the satellite is in view, sent to

DIRECT

TO EARTH

F:rouRE 72.-Bistatic Radar Experiment. The radio com
munication signals from the spacecraft travel along two
paths. One comes directly to the receiving antennas

oo

Earth. The other travels to the Moon, is reflected, and
then travels directly to the receiving antennas. Com
parison of these two signals allows us to recognize the
changes caused by the reflection from the Moon. Such
changes are the basic data of this experiment from
which we infer the electrical properties of the outer few
yards of the Moon. The Moon and rspacecraft are not
shown rto the same scale.
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lines." You may remember that iron filings placed
on a sheet of paper over a magnet will stand on
end and, in fact, line up with the individual mag
netic field lines. We can visualize the magnetic
lines of the Earth as being similar to those shown
in figure 75. However, the field lines for the Earth
are really not q uite like I have shown them in
figure 75. In fact, on the side of the Earth towards
the Sun, the field lines are compressed; on the side
away from the Sun the field lines are stretched.

S-BAND A N T E N N A

They extend in very long loops. This correct situa
tion is shown in figure 76. We have verified this
concept of the compression and stretching of the

FOLDED

Earth's magnetic field lines shown in figure 76

MAGNETOMETER
BOOM

SPHE R I CA L ANA LYZE R S

with measurements made from previous satellites

(PA R T I C L E DETECTOR S )

equipped with magnetometers.
The Sun has streaming out from it continuously
a very thin gas that is composed of electrons, pro
tons, hydrogen, helium, neon, certain other gases
and other nuclear particles. (These are the ele
ments we can measure directly; presumably all
other elements are present too.) This very thin gas
from the Sun is called the solar wind. The solar
GUIDE RAIL

wind "blows" the Earth's magnetic field lines
around behind the Earth. Different regions with
different characteristics are known by different

F O L D E D SUBSATELLITE
BOOM A N D COU N T E R BALANCE

names. The large region behind the Earth with

FIGURE 74.-The Apollo 16 Particles and Fields Subsatel

relatively few lines is called the geomagnetic

lite. In the lower figure, the subsatellite is shown in

cavity; it extends out to a distance at least 100

the folded configuration in which iJt is carried in the

times the Earth's radius. We do not know how

SUI. It rests on a guide rail. On command from the CM,

much further it may extend. We have not had

it is ejected from the SIM and assumes the configura
tion shown in the top figure. It remains 'in orbit at leas1t

satellites in the more distant region for measure

several

ments. The region around the cavity is disturbed

months

and

possibly

years.

NAsA

PHOTos

by the interaction of the solar wind and the Earth's

S-72-16304 and S-72-16311.

magnetic field. It is the magnetosheath.
The Moon rotates about the Earth at a distance
Earth in about 8 minutes. A similar satellite was

N

left behind in lunar orbit by the Apollo 15 crew.
It is still sending data to us. I will use some of
the results obtained with it for illustration.
The subsatellite carries two experiments, one to
measure particles and the other to measure mag
netic fields. A third experiment, the S-hand trans
ponder, requires no additional equipment on the
satellite and is entirely passive; it is discussed in
the section "S-hand transponder" elsewhere in this
guidebook.
In order to understand clearly the purpose of
the magnetometer and particles experiments, let
me discuss briefly some space physics. The Earth

FIGURE 75.-Idealized Magnetic Field of the IDarth. In the

has a magnetic field. It is convenient for most of

absence of the solar wind, the m agnetic field lines of

us to visualize that magnetic field as having "field

the Elarth would be symmetrical about the Earth.
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FIGURE 76.-0bs:erved magnetrc field of the Eartth. The solar wind "blows" the magnetic lines toward the baick side of
the Elarrth forming the magnetosheath and the geomagnetic ca.vity. The geomagnetic eavity extends to at least 100
earth radii. The Elarth and Moon are not sketched to scale. The Moon completes an orbit about the Earth every 28
days1. NASA PHOTO S-72-16321.

is necessary to know the location of the Moon with
respect to the Earth and Sun when the data were
taken.
The Moon has a very small magnetic field, less
than one-thousandth that of the Earth. It inter
acts with the solar wind in a completely different
way than does the Earth. The Moon acts as a bar
rier. In the absence of a significant magnetic field,
the solar wind on the front side of the Moon simply

of 60 Earth radii, 240,000 miles. Thus the Moon
passes through a part of interplanetary space in
which there is almost no effect from the Earth's
magnetic field; it also passes through the magneto
sheath and the geomagnetic cavity. These different
regions affect the solar wind and magnetic fields
on the Moon in different ways. Thus in order to
interpret a particular set of data from either the
magnetometer or from the particle experiment, it
63

kind described elsewhere in this booklet which are
still operating. At the Apollo 14 site, we used a
portable magnetometer to obtain two measure
ments of the steady field.
In addition, an orbiting magnetometer on the
Explorer 35 satellite has operated for several years
and continues to operate. So how could we possibly
need another magnetometer on the subsatellite ?
For several reasons. First, the three station mag
netometers operating on the Moon's surface
( Apollo 12, Apollo 15, and after this mission
Apollo 16) measure the variation of the magnetic
field with time. In order to best interpret those
data, we need independent measurements of the
changes with time of the magnetic field in space.
The orbiting magnetometers ( Explorer 35, Apollo
15 subsatellite, and now Apollo 16 subsatellite)
will give us the information necessary to make the
best interpretation of the data that we collect on
the surface of the Moon. Secondly, since the Ex
plorer 35 is orbiting at several hundred miles from
the Moon we cannot obtain information about
variations in the magnetic field near the surface of
the Moon.
One of the big surprises in the Apollo science
program was the discovery that the magnetic field
at the surface of the Moon was much larger than
we had predicted on the basis of measurements
taken with the orbiting satellite, Explorer 35. A
permanent magnetic. field of 38 gamma was meas
ured at the Apollo 12 site. Two measurements made
by the Apollo 14 asrtronauts, separated by about
3,500 feet in the Fra Mauro region were 103
gamma and 43 gamma. From those measurements

FIGURE 77.-Particle T'elescope. The collimators are used

to restrict the field of v'i,ew. The foil is used to distin
guish between protons and electrons. The solid state
detectors are sensitive to both protons' and electrons.
Two of these units ( one without the foil ) are used in
the Apollo 16 subsatellite. Based on a similar sketch
by Anderson and others in Apollo 15 Preliminary Sdence
Report.

strikes the Moon. Thus there is a "shadow" cast by
the �1oon.
The chief objectives of the particles experiment
are to ( 1 ) describe the various features of the
plasma through which the Moon moves, (2) to
measure the interaction of the Moon with the
plasmas, and ( 3) to investigate the structure of the
Earth's magnetosphere. In order to accomplish
these objectives, we nmst have an instrument that
will detect and measure the charged particles. In
figure 77, I show schematically one of the two par
ticle telescopes. Basically, it is a tube with colli
mators to restrict the viewing angle and solid state
detectors. With these instruments and the asso
ciated electronics, we can measure the direction and
the energy of the charged particles-either elec
trons or protons. vVe can also distinguish between
electrons and protons. An example of the data ob
tained on Apollo 15 is shown in figure 78. There I
have plotted the relative number of electrons as a
fnnetion of the position of the spacecraft.
Let's discuss the other experiment on board the
subsatellite, the magnetometer. We already have
magnetometers on the Moon. At the Apollo 12 and
15 sites, there are surface magnetometers of the
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FIGURE 78.-Relativ,e Numbe,rs of Electrons measured with
the Apo:llo 15 Particle T'elescope on August 19, 1971.
The large decrease is caused by the Moon's shadow.
The break in the curve is due to rack of data. Based on
work by Anderson and others reported in the Apollo 15
Preliminary Science Report.
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it was clear that the Moon's permanent magnetic

If we are interested in measuring the permanent

field is significantly different at different locations.

magnetic field of the Moon, then we can best obtain

With a magnetometer flown in an orbit close to

those data by making measurements on the side of

15 and 16 sub

the Moon that is away from tJhe Sun. The varia

satellites, >ve hope to measure the variations over

tions with time of the magnetic fields from space

the Moon's surfa.ce, like the Apollo

are very small there. See figure 78. A preliminary

the Moon of the permanent magnetic field.
In addition to the static magnetic fields of the

examination of some data obtained with the Apollo

Ea.rih and Moon, there exist electromagnetic fields

15 subsatellite from the far side of the Moon sug

that propagate through space. The measurement

geiSts that the very large craters, those over 60

of their interaction with the Moon allows us to

miles aeross, have permanent magnetic. fields asso

infer the electrical conductivity of the interior of

eiated with them. If this preliminary result proves

the Moon. In fact, a.s discussed elsewhere in this

to be valid, then we shall have a truly remarkable

booklet, the chief purpose of the Lunar Surface

result and will undoubtedly use magnetic methods

Magnetometer (LSM) is to make such measure

to study craters. Because we will obtain several

ments and to use them to dete,rmine the electrical

readings with a portable ma.gnetometer on the sur

properties of the interior of the Moon. Now the

face at the Apollo

Moon acts as a shield for these propa.ga.ting fields.

ma.y be able to provide additional evidence.
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16 site, it is possible that we

